S
pare and belated in her writing style, Jean Rhys is an also-ran in the story of literary modernism between the wars. Solipsistic and suffering in content, Rhys's works vex efforts at rehabilitation by contemporary critics. Too little, too late, too much: so Jean Rhys's 1930s novels drop off the map, even after decades of feminist recuperation and canon questioning. The pained story of me (the story of Rhys's lost innocence, lost family, and little money) that drives her 1930s novels pulls on her style, making something tricky, discordant, and surreal easily seem "monotonous" and overblown with self-pity. This chapter is such an effort at rehabilitation, or as I prefer to think of it, exegesis: to my mind, we critics must ever explain Rhys's art of suffering, both how her style is complex and timely and how her narratives of personal suffering are at the same time narratives of social suffering. We can, as the novels sometimes do, declare the story of Rhys's me as a story of we (of women, of white Creoles, of modern subjects), but more importantly, illustrate and instruct in the fine articulations of the social, of publics and worlds, in Rhys's carefully crafted self-centered me. Such efforts bring out not only the tricky aesthetics but also the tricky politics of Rhys's writing, its confounding admixture of progressive and conservative thinking. Protest, critique, and collective-mindedness compete with cynicism, consumerism, and yes, self-centeredness in Rhys's writing, rendering her novels difficult if not disappointing as representations of the down-and-out 1930s. So much is wrong with the world in these novels, so much wrong that we share, yet little can be done other than make the most of what you or I can get; we suffer in kind, that is, but must fend for ourselves alone. Rhys's early novels pointedly stop short of transformative social vision but do not fail for this reason. They express limits we must work with to best explicate both the artfulness and historical significance of her social imagination.
This chapter aims to explain the art of Rhys's social imagination in the instance of her 1939 Good Morning, Midnight, and more particularly, through a comparison of objects from the writer's archive to an object represented in that novel-through a comparison of two café menus, one from a dinner given in honor of Rhys's 30th birthday, preserved in the McFarlin Library at the University of Tulsa, and the other read by the novel's protagonist, Sasha Jansen, early on in her narrative. These menus token economic vulnerability in different ways, the first showing how Rhys remembered the insecurity of living on "the market" in her own life, of living high on money produced by a mysterious system of exchange (what was in fact the black market of currency exchange in post-WWI Europe) and the second showing how women, specifically poor women, manage the market as a system of exchange that structures the world and values them for their exchangeability as things. The different work these menus perform is a difference captured by the terms "memento" and "souvenir," suggesting as they do a spectrum of diverse meaning and circumstances of collection, from personal and private at one end (memento, an object repurposed for the recalling of one's own feeling or doing at a particular time and place) to social and public at the other (souvenir, an object made expressly for the purpose of recalling a time and place that is recognizable to and experienced by other people as well as oneself ). The comparison of these menus brings into view how astonishingly Rhys turned personal memory into social imagination, how Rhys worked her remembrance of one lady's hard times-her autobiographical own and, differently, her fictional protagonist's-into an innovatively assembled meditation on women's economic vulnerability. The comparison brings clearly into view Rhys's artful critique, her complex representation of how women are both pressured by and complicit in a "market" system, a system that also and inevitably zeroes out those who use it to get by. Just as important, the comparison brings into view both the transformative ambitions and the matter-of-fact limits that reveal Rhys as anything but monotonous and altogether illuminating of a
